Tuning in a new fob
The ‘operate’ button is the button on top of the cabinet on DG1 gates and the yellow button
above the battery inside the cabinet on DG2 gates. If the wires have been removed or
disconnected they will need to be re-attached for this procedure.
If a flat top ‘piezo’ touch button is fitted call the Dofygate office
The internal on/off toggle switch inside the cabinet above the battery – down is on.
Procedure
1. Turn both gates off using the on/off switch inside the cabinet. Up is off and down is
on.
2. While holding down the ‘operate’ button, switch the gate on.
3. Keep the cabinet button pressed for a couple of seconds and then release it leaving
the gate turned on. Do not continue to hold the operate button down. The red LED
on the top end of block and just below the antenna will flash slowly.
4. Press the button on the new fob that you wish to make this gate open. (Usually red
button 1) The LED will flash quickly.
5. Press the same fob button a second time. (red button 1)
6. Wait 3 seconds until the LED moves from fast flash to slow flash
7. Press the ‘operate’ button to lock in new fob
8. Press the fob button to check that the gate is tuned in.
9. Turn the gate just tuned in off and repeat this procedure with the other half of the
pair.
BE AWARE
A. Re line 2 above - If you hold the operate button down in excess of 10 seconds after
you have turned the gate on with the toggle switch you will delete all fobs from that
gate in which case they will need to be tuned in again and you should call me on
07785 352730.
B. If Auto close is fitted - when you turn both gates back on ensure you are not standing
in front of the IR sensor. If you do the gate will revert to ‘non-automatic mode’ to
correct this turn gate off and on again with the sensor clear.
C. If auto open is fitted then turn it off prior to tuning in a fob – to avoid the auto open
interfering with the process.
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